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For a given graph G(V, E) and a given vector XE@’ the problem of finding a hyperplane 
which separates x from the polyhedron 4p of the matching mat&d OII G or proving that x 
beloapsto9issolvedbyfMinga minimum capacity cut on an auxiliary digraph. 
Given a graph G(V, E), the polyhedron corresponding to the matching matroid 
on G-i.e., the convex huh of incidence vectors of independent sets of that 
mat&d-is defined by 
with the rank function [4] 
where O(A, T’) is the number of odd components of the subigraph of G on V\T 
which are contained in the subset A. 
One problem arising from the relaxation of a combinatc.>rial problem is the 
following: given a vector x ER”, determine if x belongs to g, and if this is not the 
case, fmd a violated restriction, i.e., a subset A c_ V for which x(A)> r(A). 
Cunningham [l] has studied this separation problem fIor general matroid 
polyhedra and reduced it to a minimum capacity cut problem for the special case 
of a transversal matroid with a given bipartite graph representation. Edmonds and 
Fullcerson [3] have shown that matching matroids are tramversal matroids. We 
use these ideas and Edmonds’ blossom algorithm [2] to construct directly rti 
auxiliary digraph on which finding a cut with m&hum capacity scfvcs &e 
separation problem for the matching matroid. 
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shot we, note that if there k~ a matding on G Mdent with every node of 
B s V, then there exists a mat&kg of maxhnum Card&&&y on G $if#el$ with 
evqr nOde of IL Edmonds described t?~ ‘bb~~ti tipithm’ for ~~n~tru&ng a 
lglax..~;;~%@@bgr-&: j_ ,, b -.-A &fyJ.+%$ #&q@ gbxyqp ~~-+PJ~f~~ti~:, ‘xux c q 
su~jcctto xpOVfd3, x(S(i))SlViEV; ,$ \, J I ,. es I. :. 
x(r(S)) *:$(lSl- 1) VS s V with \Sl odd and >l, 
w&xe II(i) is the set_ of q&es $cic&~ 9th node i 8fpd y(S) is the set of edges 
&ring both end nodes *in s. ’ j 
M/e will now characterize the nodes of V, w&h may be not incident with a 
maxhnum atch5lilg. 
G3vcn any maximum atching on G we try to aupent it by using the blossom 
aQp&hm of Hmonds. Thk eventually produces a cc+tracted graph &VP 8) and 
lab&s indu&~~ a part&%m; of,44 TlRk;denote by :. 
w, a node iik v\ V co~pon&$- t6 a 3tibset Wt ,of V that was contracted, 
l - 1- 1 4; 4***9 
P ti set of nodes of v, which are llabelled + (+ is the label of the roots of the 
aMrnaklg treSs); 
I the set of nodes of i7 whkh are labelkd -; 
W the set of ur&&elled nodes of E 
‘IBen V=IWhJ(P.f3.~~J(~i W,)+ 
Any m@mqq &#ng on G is in&&&t yvith, at l~qst,,@e nodes of 2 U N, and 
em%lyIWil-l nockslof Wi,Vi=l,..., k as a consequence of the complemen- 
tar@ slackness conditions with the o@mal dual solution, for the above- 
mentioned LP, deEned by 
Yl 
= 3, 
_ t 
~=N, 
1, r&qVJ==1,..., k, 
0, otherwise. 
It implies also that an edge with both end wde,s ia I cannot be in a maximum 
mwhbg. 
For atljr A c If we have 
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Thus the himurn number of nodes of A not incident with a maxirmum 
cardinality matching on G is also the mininun number of nodes of A not 
incide3rt with a maximuEn cardinal@ matching on 6 (or equivalently, on the 
bipartite graph G”(V*, E”) obtained from E by deleting the nodes of N and their 
incident edges and the edges with both end nodes in I). 
Therefore we can now write the rank function of the matching 
r(A) = IA I - ysyNXA, T) - I To = IA I - maxi(Si - NW, 
SGA 
where N(S) is the number of nodes (in I) adjacent to S in b. 
We assume that the given vector x eRV satisfies 0 G x G 1, since 
satisfying these conditions is trivially not in P-, and we wih use 
ISI-x(S)aOVSr V 
mu% 
mink(A) - x(A)} 
AsV‘ 
matroid as 
a vector x not 
the inequality 
(with x(wi) : = x( Wi)) 
=~{~c~2s~,~Ipl-1~ w-x(A)-!sl+N~S))} 
=~[~,~~s(lwil-lj-x(S)+N(S)] 
- , 
since the second minimum is certainly attained for /i = S. 
The last expression is precisely minus x(P) plus the minimal capacity of a cut in 
au auxiliary digraph defined by 
V=PUIU(s)U(t) 
aad there is an arc (i, j> for 
(a) i = s and every _i E P, with capacity x0’) if i E V and x(Wj) if i E v\ V; 
(b) every i E P and i ct‘ I such that i and i are the end nodes of an edge in (I?, 
’ with an infinite capacity; 
(c) every i E I and i = t with capacity I; 
(d) every iE8\V and i=t with capacity IWil-1. 
If (s} U B U C is the set of nodes in such a cut, with B s P and C c 1, then C is the 
set of nodes adjacent to B in G’ since thr.: capacity on an arc between I3 and I is 
infinite. So the capacity of that cut is 
Cap=x(P)-x(B)+N(B)+ C (!!+<I--1). 
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